Papakū Makawalu
Presents an
Advanced KUMULIPO

Aloha Hou iā ʻOukou e nā Hoa Huaʻi o nā ʻIke Hohonu!
Papakū Makawalu is set for January 20-21, 2018 and February 17-18, 2018.
The January workshop will be for those who have not attended a Papakū Makawalu
workshop before and for those who have attended a few times and need more
information on the process and the product presented.
The February workshop is for advanced Makawaluans who want to eventually teach
the process. A letter will be forthcoming for you before the end of the year.
The January workshop will focus on the Kumulipo because it contains foundational
information for Hawaiians and residents of Hawaiʻi. This information includes
tangible life forms of our islands. The Kumulipo basically concerns Papahānaumoku
and all organisms born in these islands. Things you may or may not be familiar with,
though they are our neighbors.
Papahānaumoku will begin with wā ʻakahi (chapter 1), wā ʻalua (2), and wā ʻakolu (3);
they will then lele, leap, jump to wā walu (8), wā ʻeiwa (9), wā ʻumi (10), and
ʻumikūmākahi (11). They will begin with descriptions of birth cycles of sea creatures
then flyers and eventually man and his environment.
Papahulihonua will touch on the first few lines of wā ʻekahi - ʻekolu and inspect the
setting up of earth formations for nesting and birthing zones. Then they will take you
to wā ʻewalu - ʻumikūmākahi and pull out hydrology, eruptions, and preparation for
life forms.
Papahulilani begins as Papahulihonua, touching upon the relationship of earth
preparation with the earth’s atmosphere and the affect mentioned in wā ʻewalu ʻumikūmākahi. Papahulilani will touch upon wā ʻumikūmāhā which is Papahulilani
and Wākea star connections.
It will be fun, I promise. In order to familiarize yourself with the textual movement of
Papakū Makawalu January, acquire a Kumulipo book and read through the wā or
chapters noted above (the chant only). This will help tremendously.

